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Abstract
To evaluatethe effectiveness of informationretrieval (IR)
system, empirical methods(performancebenchmarking)
are
widely used. Althoughthey are useful to evaluate the
performanceof a system, they are unable to assess its
underlyingfunctionality. Recentlyresearchers use logical
approachto modelIR propertiesso that inductiveevaluation
of IR could be performed. This approach is knownas
functional benchmarking.The aboutness frameworkhas
been used for this purpose. Aboutnessbased functional
benchmarking
is promisingbut yet ineffective due to the
lack of a holistic view of the evaluation process. To
overcomethe ineffectiveness of the existing aboutness
frameworks,we apply the idea of reasoningabout function
to IR and introduce a new strategy for IR functional
benchmarking,
whichinvolvesthe application of a symbolic
and axiomaticmethodto reasonaboutIR functionality. This
strategy consists of three parts, namelydefinition, modeling
and evaluation. To facilitate the unified logical
representation of an IR modelin definition part and
effective reasoning in the modeling part, a threedimensional scale, which can identify the classes of
essential IR functionality (representation, matching
function, and Iransformation)is proposedin this paper.
Withthis scale, the deficienciesof the existing aboutness
frameworkscould be overcome.

1. Introduction
The evaluation of information retrieval (IR) systems
centers on effectiveness. Traditionally, IR systems are
evaluated and compared experimentally. The well-known
evaluation measurements are precision and recall.
Experimentalretrieval evaluations are always conducted in
laboratory environment, and based on test collections
consisting of a corpus, a query set, and sets of relevance
judgement(one for each query, a singleton set). Although
manyimportant results have been obtained, there are some
criticisms concerning the subjectivity
in relevance
judgement and limitation
in corpus construction.
Moreover, the experimental methods can not explain why
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an IR system shows such performance. Thus, an objective
evaluation approach is necessary. It should be independent
of any given IR model, and be able to predict the
underlying functionality of an IR system. In this way, the
upper and lower bounds of the systems effectiveness could
be approximated.
To fill this gap, logic based inductive evaluation has
been discussed by a numberof researchers. It is shownby
(Lalmas and Bruza 1998) that "the logic-based approach
was launched to provide a richer and more uniform
representation of information and its semantics". Also, It
"provides a frameworkfor studying IR theory independent
of the formalisms and idiosyncracies of any given IR
model." The properties of IR can be modeled by such a
logical framework, through which the IR models could be
evaluated and compared inductively. Most noticeable
works in this area are based on "aboutness" (Bruza and
Huibers 1994; Bruza and Huibers 1996; Huibers 1996;
Hunter 1996; etc.) where the IR process is assumedto be
driven by determining aboutness between two information
carriers (i.e., documentand query). Recent investigations
have centered on formalizing the notion of aboutness by
axiomatizingits properties in terms of a neutral, theoretical
framework. This framework is important as it allows
aboutness to be studied independently. There is as yet no
consensus in aboutness except that it is logic-based
(Lalmas 1998; Lalmas and Bruza 1998; Sebestiani 1998).
Recently, (Wong et al. 1998) proposed "functional
benchmarkin~’ of IR models, They argued that the
traditional experimental approaches could provide useful
performance indicators
but unable to reflect the
functionality of an IR system. This could be overcomeby
inductive evaluation based on aboumess. The former could
serve as performance benchmark and the latter as
functional
benchmark for IR. The two would be
complementary
to each other. Wonget al. first adopted the
most fundamental aboutness framework proposed by
Bruza1 (Bruza and Huibers 1994; Bruza and Huibers 1996)
as the initial
basis, applied it to benchmark the
i For twoinformationcarriers A and B, informationcontainment
(A-~B) meansthat B is informationally contained in ,4. The
compositionof information is denoted by A~B,whichcontains
the informationbornby both A and B. A I=BmeansA is about B.
Thepropertiesof aboutnessare modeled
by a set of postulates.
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functionality of various typical IR models and menreassessed the effectiveness of Bruza’s framework. Results
have shown that the application of Bruza’s aboutness
framework was feasible to functional benchmarking.
However,somedeficiencies were identified, including:
(I) The frameworkcould not distinguish betweendifferent
types of information.
(2) Some concepts, e.g.. information composition, were
difficult to employas their rules changeaccording to
information carriers.
(3) The framework could not distinguish between surface
and deep containment.
(4) The set of aboutnessproperties was ineffective.
These deficiencies are mainly brought about by the lack of
a holistic view of inductive evaluation strategy. The
existing frameworks attempt to study the properties of
aboutness, but they are either lack of generality, i.e.,
model-independence,or not enough to cover the essential
functionality of IR. Moreover,they are ineffective as they
can only reveal the properties of an IR modeland maygive
qualitative interpretations separately on some certain
aspects (e.g., precision, recall), hut do not provide a formal
method,i.e., an evaluation function, to comparethe overall
effectiveness of different IR modelsindependently.
To overcome the deficiencies mentioned above, we
apply the idea of reasoning about function (Chittaro and
Kumar1998; Kumar1994; Sticklen and Mcdoweli 1995;
Winsor and Maccallum 1994) to IR, and introduce
holistic strategy for studying functional benchmarkingof
IR. This strategy is based on the relationships amongthe
purpose, functionality and behavior of an IR model. It
involves three parts, namely definition, modeling and
evaluation. To achieve the benchmarking strategy, a 3dimensionalscale identifying the essential functionality of
IR is proposed. However,the classical theory to define
functionality, which is state or flow-based, is developed
mainlyfor applications such as diagnosis and design, etc.,
and is unsuitable to model IR. The reason is that IR is
actually an aboutness decision process between each
document and query pair, so that its nature is quite
different. In this paper, we introduce a logic-based
symbolic and axiomatic method to formalize functional
reasoning for IR.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the next
section, we describe our strategy for functional
benchmarking. A functional model of [R is proposed in
Section 3. A three-dimensional scale for classification of
essential IR functionality is proposed in Section 4. In
Section 5, conclusion of the paper and discussion for
further research are given.

2. OurStrategy
Our strategy for functional benchmarkingof IR is shown
below:
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Fig- 1 Architecture of functional benchmarkingof IR
To apply the idea of reasoning about function to IR, it is
essential to clearly identify the relationships between
purpose, functionality, and behavior of IR. Weconsider
the purpose of information retrieval as a performance
issue. An IR system should retrieve as manyas and as
precise as possible the relevant documentswith respect to
a user’s request, i.e., the highest effectiveness (ideally,
100%precision-recall).
Of course, the judgement of
relevance is subjective with respect to different users. This
purpose determines what’s in the core of IR, i.e., the
essential functionality of IR, and functional benchmarking
reveals howIR achieves the purpose. The word "essential
functionality" here meansit should reflect the nature of IR
and should be the most important factors, which affect the
behavior of an IR model, i.e., the effectiveness of an IR
system built on this model. Imagine an IR system as a
black box. Performance benchmarking evaluates and
compares various IR systems through their output
behaviors, without understanding their internal
mechanisms. Functional benchmarkingintends to open up
the black box, and examinesthe essential functionality of
an IR model underlying the system. It finds out whythe
model shows such behavior, and predicts as well as
evaluates the model’s behavior independently according to
the functionality it supports.
Based on the above discussion, we propose a strategy
for functional IR benchmarking. This strategy involves
three parts: definition, modeling, and evaluation. In the
definition part, information carriers and the corresponding
operators are defined. The essential functionality of IR can
be modeledas aboutness properties by a set of axioms and
inference rules in modelingpart. Webelieve an axiomatic
and symbolic method can model IR functionality, because
aboutness is an ordered binary relation, despite manyIR
systems use numerical approaches to produce a list of
ranked documents. Actually, the ranking value of the
ordering of the documentsin the list. Similarly, the weight
of index term itself is not important. The importance lies
on its ranking. Thus, it is possible to define the framework
symbolically and reason the functionality
of IR
axiomatically. In the evaluation part, an evaluation
function reflecting
the relationship
between the
functionality and the effectiveness of IR should be defined
for comparison of the IR models inductively
and
independently according to the sets of functionality they

separately support. However, none of the existing
aboutness f~uneworksaddressed this issue systematically.
We believe without this function, the functional
benchmarkfor IR is incomplete.
Thus, in a functional benchmarking exercise, the IR
model concerned would be mappedinto a unified logical
representation in the first part. In the modelingpart, the
functionality of the IR modelwill be inductively analyzed
using a set of symbolic and axiomatic rules. The analyzed
results will then be evaluatedin the last part.
3. A Funetional

Model of IR

The IR process is depicted in Fig-2.
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Fig-2
Architecture
ofIR
Documents
in a collection
areindexedintointernal
representations.
Independently,
user’s
information
needis
formulatedin form of a queryeithermanuallyor
automatically.
Eachdocument
(internal
representation)
matched
against
thequerybasedonthematching
function.
Theoutput
of thematching
process
is eitherthebinary
decision of relevance or a listof ranked documentswith
the degree of relevance. Whenthe user is unsatisfied with
the original results, a relevance feedback process maybe
conducted to reformulate the query or reweigh the index
terms of the query. A knowledgebase may be constructed
either manually or systematically to provide supporting
domain knowledge to the indexing, matching and query
expansion. Further, the knowledge base could be
dynamically updated through learning.
Then, we propose a functional model (see Fig-3)
identify the core, i.e., the essential functionality, oflR.
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Fig-3 Functional modelof IR

The underlying idea of the functional model is that IR
could be considered as an uncertain reasoning process.
Uncertaintyexists in three aspects:
I.
2.
3.

Uncertainty of the representations of document and
user’s information need.
Uncertainty of other supporting knowledge.
Uncertainty of the inference process.

As shown in the functional
model, information
representation, information transformation and matching
function play the most important roles in coping with the
aboveuncertainty.
Firstly, the representations of the documentand query
are basis of the other two, and closely related to the first
aspect of uncertainty. Secondly,to handle uncertainty, van
Rijsbergen proposed the Logical Uncertainty Principle
(van Rijsbergen 1986):
"Given any two sentences x and.I,; a measureof the
uncertainty of y--*x relative to a given data set is
determined by the minimalextent to which we have to
add information to the data set, to establish the truth
of y-*x. "
Later, some researchers proposed two variations of van
Rijsbergen’s Principle, which are separately based on the
extent of the representations of the documentand query.
All of these extensions are transformationprocesses.
After a series of transformation, a matchingfunction is
used to match the (transformed) document with the
(transformed) query in order to determine the aboutness
relation between them. Different choices of the matching
function could lead to different performance.
4. Essential

Functionality

of IR

According to above proposed functional model, the
following 3-dimensionalscale (Fig-4) identifies these three
classes of essential IR functionality.
- bprommtstion
- structured
- (sei~tsd) sequence
- (weighted) set
. uhole decment
cmttaimseut over [sp
I

Fig-4 Classes of essential IR functionality
4.1 Representation
This dimension models the representation of both the
documentand the query within an IR model. The simplest
representation
is full texts. A most commonlyused
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representation is a set of (weighted) index terms
(keywords, key phrases, etc.). Furthermore, some
applications mayemployan ordered set wherethe index
terms are ordered. For example,user maysubmit a query
requiring "Chinese" and "University" where"Chinese"
should occur before "University". Another type of
representationis (semi-)structuredrepresentation,e.g., the
structure of the documentrepresentation could be defined
according to SGML.A documentmaybe represented as a
structure including section, paragraph,index terms, and
backgroundinformation such as author, etc. Experiment
has indicated representationis an importantrole affecting
the effectiveness of IR, e.g., weightedset could lead to
higherprecision-recallthan a binaryset of indexterms.
Basedon this dimension,the first two deficiencies of
Bruza’s frameworkcould be solved by defining an inner
structure of information carrier. Different types of
informationcould be identified and the operators of the
informationcarrier couldbe formallydefinedthroughthis
unified inner structure. At the sametime, information
carrier is maintainedas an abstract entity whenstudying
aboumess
relation.
4.2 Matching Function
Thecontainmentmatchingfunction meansthe contents of
the query are completelycontainedin the informationof
the document. An example is the boolean model.
Containment
is representedby followingrules:
A-~B
Al=B
and
AI=B
A--~B
On the other hand, overlap matching means that a
document
is retrieved evenif it only partially matchesthe
query,e.g., the vector space model.Overlapis represented
by the following:
A~CAB~C
AI=B
and
A[=B
A--~C^ B--~C
Notethat overlapis a superset of containment,i.e., an IR
model which supports overlap matching function also
supports containment,and the set of documentsretrieved
by overlap matchingencapsulates the set retrieved by
containmentmatching.
4.3 Transformation
Thereare twokindsof transformationin IR: statistical one
and symbolicalone. Statistical transformationis always
employedin relevance feedback to reweigh index terms
based on the results of the previous match. Onthe other
hand, not all of the informationitems containedin the
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objects (documentand/or query)are explicit. Theymay
obtainedthroughthe transformationof implicit items. For
example,in order to matcha document
containingan index
term "fish" and a query containing "salmon", one could
transform"salmon"in the queryto its superelass "fish".
This is symbolicaltransformation, often referred to as
query expansion, involving manipulation of "word
semantics".It has beenprovedin practice that relevance
feedbackand query expansioncan significantly improve
the effectivenessof IR.
Strictly speaking,statistical transformation
is a special
case of symbolical transformation. If we consider
aboutnessas a partially orderedrelation, the re-assignment
of term weights is equivalent to the changing of the
ordering of aboutness. In this paper, wemainlydiscuss
symbolicaltransformation.
To represent the ability of Ig modelin handlinghidden
semanticsin transformation, informationcontainmentis
extendedto:
surface containment
deep containment
Information containmentinvolving information carriers
literally is surface containment.Onthe other hand, deep
containmentinvolves information transformation, it is
possible to compare systems based on the level of
containment they support. This overcomes the third
deficiencyof Bruza’saboutnessframework.
Besidesinformationcontainment,there are someother
types of term relation, such as term association relation
obtained by somestatistical method, e.g., term cooccurrence, whichis commonly
used in manyIR systems.
Usingthese term relations, the informationobjects can be
transformedsymbolically.
Withintransformation,two importantaspects should be
captured: negation handling and conflicts resolution.
Assume
that a is a formula.It can be applied to IR in two
levels: index term and aboutness decision. Negation
handlingreflects howan IR modelhandlesthe relationship
betweennot-exist(a) and negation(a). In Close World
Assumption(CWA),if an index term is not explicitly
mentioned
to be true, it is assumed
to be false; also, if a
documentis not shownto be relevant to query, it is
assumednon-relevant. However,the information in the
real world is boundlessand non-deterministic. Thus, in
OpenWorldAssumption(OWA),
a is false only whenit
explicitly mentioned
to be false.
Conflicts resolutionis to handlethe conflicts occur in
the transformationprocess. In monotonic
reasoning,the set
of consequencesincreases monotonicallywith the set of
antecedents.In Ig, monotonicity
is representedas follows:

al=B

(Left CompositionMonotonicity)

AeCI=B
and
AI=B
(Right CompositionMonotoniciCy)
A I=B~DC

Non-monotoniclogic attempts to formalize commonsense
reasoning. A conclusion mayno longer be valid when new
information is collected. For example, the newinformation
maycontradict the antecedents and moreover,it is stronger
than the latter. The non-monotonicity concerns which and
how much information should be extended in order to
preserve monotonicity. This is consistent with van
Rijsbergen’s logical uncertainty principle. In Hunter’s
work (Hunter 1995), non-monotonicity of IR is represented
by the default role:
Condition: Justification
AI=B
Note that some research has suggested that nonmonotonicity manifest at fine level of information
granularity (index terms). On the other hand, coarse level
of granularity (i.e.,
document and query) exhibits
monotoniccharacteristic. Consider a documentD which is
about a query Q. If a section S is added to D (yielding
D$S), then D$S is still
about Q even though the
"strength" of the aboutness relation may be more or less
than that between D and Q. Contrast this when the
information granularity is fine. It is reasonable to assume
that web~surfing [= surfing. But using right composition
monotonicty, the conclusion "web~ surfing [ffi wave~
surfing" could be derived[
Based on the dimensions "matching function" and
"transformation", a set of more effective inference rules
will be proposedto modelthe essential functionality of IR,
whichis closely related to the effectiveness. Anevaluation
function on the set of rules an IR model supports will be
also defmed.In this way, the fourth deficiencies of Bruza’s
framework can be overcome.

5. Conclusionand discussion
Wehave proposed a strategy for functional benchmarking
which involves the application
of a symbolic and
axiomatic method to reason about IR functionality. The
aboutoess framework is adopted for this purpose.
However, the direct application of aboumess is not
flawless. A 3-dimensional scale, which identifies the
classes of essential IR functionality, is proposed. It
provides a way to improve Bruza’s aboutness framework.
In the future, we will establish a moreeffective logical
frameworkfor functional benchmarkingof IR. It is based
on Bruza’s framework and the 3-dimensional scale
proposedin this paper. The definitions including aboutness
relation, the inner slructure of information carrier
(representation), surface containment, deep containment,
information composition, information preclusion, etc., and
their semantics will be formally defined. A set of inference
rules representing aboutness properties will be proposed to
model transformation
and matching function.
An
evaluation function will be defined to compare the IR
models according to the functionality they support.
Different ]11 models can then be mapped into the
benchmarkingso that their functionality can be assessed
and their effectiveness comparedinductively.
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